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The basis for the review is the letter from prof. dr hab. Barbara Jankowska, the President of the

Scientific Promotion Council of the Poznan University of Economics and Business (January 3,

2022, BRAN/0ł and 02/2022), informed me that I was invited to become a member of the

Doctoral Committee of Moshe Katan MA. The formal basis for the preparation of the review is

the Act from March 14, 2003, on Academic Degrees and Academic Title, and Degrees and Title

in the Field of Arts, as well as the Ordinance of the Minister of Science and Higher Education

of Poland, January 19, 2018, concerning the procedure and conditions of carrying out activities

in the doctoral thesis.

The evaluation of the novelty and originality of topic, aims, and research questions

The importance of leadership is indisputable, and the topic has attracted increased

research attention within recent years — it manifests by the rapidly growing number of scientific

publications in the field. Also, as signaled by Krantz (1990), organizations frequently face

problems related to leadership, and the development of leadership is an increasingly important

activity from the longevity of organizations standpoint, especialły considering the current ever-

changing environment and challenges it poses on human resource development professionals.

Organizations constantly seek the right interventions to develop future leaders from this

perspective. Despite the notion of the topic and the vast amount of publications on leadership

itself, the literature on leadership development is far less comprehensive. It does not offer
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extensive knowledge on how leadership is developed in organizational settings and what

processes facilitate or drive it. The author ałso identifies the problem and research gap in the

current literature, which is expressed on page 6 (although in a somewhat implicit manner). As

the author emphasizes, "there is often a vague line between concepts of leader, leadership and

leadership development" (p. 6), which may lead to misplaced or ineffective organizational

decisions regarding how to develop leaders. This is the real-life problem of contemporary

organizations that requires research attention. To sum it up, it leads me to the concłusion that

the topic of the dissertation is up-to-date. It is also important from the theoretical and practical

point of view.

The main aim of'the dissertation is to "reconstruct the process of leadership development

from the perspective of executive managers" (p. 9), and I find it clear and sound. Although I

am somewhat accustomed to the four-fold structure of dissertations aims (dividing aims into

theoretical, methodological, empirical, and practical), and the author could have divided the

main aim into more specific sub-aims, I still consider its formulation as adequate. Further, the

author operationalizes the aim with a research question - "How do executive managers

understand the process of leadership development?" (p. 9). This, in turn, is consequently

decomposed into four specific research questions reflecting the perception of the process,

actions and practices used within the process, formal and informal processes, and the perception

of executive managers' role in creating the next generation of leaders in organizations. These

questions lead the empirical part of the dissertation, and I find them both intriguing and vital.

However, at least to some extent —in my opinion - questions 2 and 3 overlap. However, this

remark is disputable and does not change my overall positive opinion about the aim and

research questions part of the dissertation.

To sum it up, I consider both the topic and the main aim and research questions

adequately formulated. It clearly shows methodological awareness and preparations of

the author to identify, formulate, and decompose significant organizational-level

problems.

The evaluation of the structure and formal aspects of the dissertation

The dissertation is 224 pages long and is composed of an introduction, four chapters,

and a bibliography. The content of the dissertation is divided into three main parts: theoretical,

methodological, and empirical/practical. The theoretical part is composed of two chapters, the
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third chapter refers to methodology, and the dissertation finishes with research findings,

discussion and conclusions, and future research. Such a structure corresponds well and allows

for obtaining the aim and answering the research question posed in the introduction.

Additionally, the content of the chapters is strongly related to their titles, the structure, and

division of text is adequate, proportions between theoretical, methodologicał, and empirical

parts are just. Figures and tables are well-prepared, clearly identified in the text, and easy to

read. The bibliography is well-edited, although some minor inconsistencies might be found if

reviewed thoroughly — missing comas, places of publication (p. 213 — Leavy, 2014), etc.).

I am not qualified to evaluate the language, although, in my view, the dissertation is

written using professional language, technical, and well-chosen terminology. The thesis is

correctly edited, and to me, the author's intentions are clearly expressed and easy to follow.

From the technical point of view, in my opinion, the work is fully concurrent with the standards

for the doctoral theses.

Summing up the assessment of the structure and formal aspects of the thesis, I

would like to state that, in my opinion, the reviewed dissertation meets the requirements

for the doctorał dissertations in this respect.

The evaluation of the sources of information and research methods

The theoretical part of the dissertation is based on the literature review. The author used

285 selectiveły chosen sources, most of which come from recognized publishers, to illustrate

the state of knowledge in the leadership development field. This part proves that the author

knows how to select valuable sources for his research endeavors.

The empirical part is based on qualitative research results — the data come from 16 senior

managers representing 9 MNCS operating in Israel. The choice of qualitative methodology is

well-explained. Considering the problem author is planning to solve and the state of knowledge

in tbe field, the decision to use the grounded theory approach is justified. The author follows

Shkedi's (2015) and Charmaz's (2014) methodological recommendations. It is also worth

mentioning that the methodological viewpoint and procedure are correctly described and

followed within the text. AI aspects of the empiricał research, including preparation,

identification of organizations, choosing respondents, data gathering — recording and

transcribing, data analysis — simple coding, focused coding, category creation, and

theoretic analysis, are documented (described), and to my knowledge appropriately
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shaped. More on that in the following section. From the methodological point of view, the

dissertation is fully compliant with standards imposed on the doctoral thesis.

The evaluation of the substantive aspect of the dissertation

The first chapter concentrates attention on the foundations of leadership development.

The author reviews current leadership theories, presents trends in the organizational

environment, and defines the core concept. The chapter begins by delineating the main

leadership theories dating back to 1841. Although Table 1 (p. 17) clarifies the main leadership

theories, the author concentrates on the mainstream, omitting a large amount of less popular

approaches, especially the newer ones — i.e., virtual leadership, shared leadership, et cetera. I

perceive it as a conscious choice not to diverge too far from the main topic. However, beginning

from page 17, the author delves into some related topics and theories, presenting ideas behind

trait theories (p. 18-19), behaviorist leadership theory, managerial grid styles, X and Y theory,

and others. In my opinion, the first point of chapter could be shortened down; however, in the

present form, it outlines the path leadership has passed during recent years. The most valuable

input the author makes in the first point is, in my opinion, table 5 (p. 31), which synthesizes the

knowledge on leadership in organizations in a manner that is easy to follow. This shows the

author's knowledge and synthesizing capabilities and exhibits critical thinking abilities. In sum,

this part might have been shorter by limiting the amount of the description of well-known

approaches (like X and Y theory or managerial grid styles).

The following subchapter presents trends in the organizational environment, and the

author focuses attention on core issues related to leadership development. This short yet

informative point sets the stage for the third and, in my opinion, critical considering the thesis

topic part — the definition of leadership development. In the third part of chapter 1, the author

defines leadership development as "the expansion of individual and collective ability within an

organization to meet the needs of that organization resulting from planned or emergent change"

(p. 40). The definition is intended to serve as a starting point for further considerations, and it

clearly expresses the authors' point. On the other hand, I have a small, debatable remark to this

author's choice. While I agree that such a starting point is necessary, I would be more convinced

if the rationale behind this choice is shown before the definition is coined. In fact, the author

presents a variety of approaches to leadership development and then chooses one arbitrarily

after showing numerous viewpoints. It poses the question of why such a definition was chosen.
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I would like to hear an answer to this question during the public defense of the dissertation.

Though I would personally treat some aspects and problems differently, it does not change my

positive opinion about the first chapter of the dissertation. The author critically reviews

literature, integrates well-recognized and current knowledge intelligently, and swiftly

maneuvers in the leadership theory, proving his awareness and knowledgeableness.

The second chapter of the dissertation refers to the process of leadership development.

The introduction to this chapter outlines the main themes that will be presented. The first two

points of the chapter are interrelated, as they present leader development and leadership

collective development. Coming straight to the first point, as the most significant achievement

in this part, I perceive the organization of knowledge in the field, presented in table 8. The

overview of leader development research proves the author is familiar with numerous

approaches to studies on the topic he undertakes and that he can synthesize the knowłedge

flowing from different sources. As a remark, I would like to emphasize that, in my opinion,

table 7 (p. 45) could have been prepared by the author himself and not copy-pasted from Vidotto

et al. (2017) work; also, I doubt human capital components are necessary for this instance. I

would suggest resigning from presenting table 7 since it draws attention from the much more

critical table 8.

Next, sub-chapter 2.2. presents collective development as an integral part of leadership,

and table 9 outlines core research in the field. Similarly, this table synthesizes current

knowledge and shows the author's proficiency in the field. This point is well written and shows

the background for knowledge development in the forthcoming chapters. Point 2.3. depicts

models and frameworks of leadership development. I find figure 8 interesting (although adapted

from a relatively old monograph), and I think, instead of drawing Figure 7 containing just three

words and six arrows, which are not well described, I woułd instead suggest describing the idea

behind the model. The rest of the models are well presented, and ideas behind them are clear.

What I value the most in this point is table 15, which presents limitations of described four

leadership development models- it is the author's work. This is the primary and most exciting

effect of models' analysis, proving the author's ability to critically analyze complex concepts

and identify more robust and weaker parts of theories. Finally, the last subchapter of the second

chapter shows practices facilitating leadership development processes, This part is based on the

knowledge from human resource management and human resource development fields. It

integrates current knowledge in the field in an easy-to-follow manner. In sum, despite some

minor flaws, I consider chapter 2 as well written, based on the appropriate literature proving
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the author's ability to integrate diverse standpoints and cleariy showing his knowledge in

leadership development. This is a critical part of the dissertation; it is well structured and well

written.

Overall, the theoretical part is an interesting read based on the adequate choice of

literature, showing actual knowledge of the author and his ability to anałyze and integrate

diversified knowledge on leadership development critically. It is also relatively concise,

considering the length of the dissertation, which I think shows the author's ability to

synthesize knowledge. It primariły shows the significance and complexity of the topic, the

gaps in the current state of the art, and sets the frames for further empirical research

introducing the reader to the research methodology presented in chapter three.

The author builds the methodological part of the dissertation on the constructivist

qualitative paradigm using inductive reasoning in qualitative research design. The approach fits

well with the main aim of the dissertation, and I consider the methodological part well-crafted

and indicating the pathway the author chooses in constructing theory on leadership

development. The description of the general research approach in 3.1.1 (pp. 80-88) sets the

stage for methodological choices in the following chapters. It is written correctly and shows

author proficiency in choosing methodological stances and justifying them. The main research

problem, related to understanding the process of leadership development (p.90), is developed

and based on a thorough review, and, in my opinion, the author clearly shows the gap the study

is aiming to fill in. Also, the main aim of the empirical research part — "to reconstruct the

leadership development process from the perspective managers" (p. 90) is correctly

formulated and corresponds with the primary aim shown in the introduction. In the following

part, data collection techniques are presented, and the author chooses to use in-depth interviews

using a narrative technique (open-ended questions) to gather necessary information. Also, the

main question asked by the author ("How do you see the process of leadership development in

your organization," p.92) fits well with the main aim of the thesis. The description of the

procedure of gathering information and following technical steps referring to information

processing is straightforward and enables the replication of the research approach in future

studies, which shows the author's attention to detail and methodological awareness.

The sampling strategy for the study is correct and well-described, and I perceive the

choice of companies mentioned in table 17 well explained and justified. Also, the reason behind

the choice of subjects to the research is explicitly shown, and the approach to identifying

respondents I find appropriate and Gathering the data about companies about their
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work environments and strategic standpoinis from their web pages prior to choosing

respondents for the in-depth interview is a suitable approach for qualitative studies. At the same

time, it involves a kind of data triangulation in the process. The data was collected quite a long

time ago — in 2016-2017, and in my opinion, it would be interesting to see how new conditions

(Covid-19 pandemic) changed the perception and processes of leadership development since

virtual work was introduced to the more significant extent within organizations. This is an

interesting question of how the virtualization of work has changed the way leadership

development is carried out, and I would kindly welcome the author's opinion on this topic

during the public defense of the thesis.

The research results are based on sixteen in-depth narrative interviews with different

executive managers in MNCs located in Israel (holding positions of CEO, VP, or President).

The choice of 16 experienced respondents in the position (ranging from 5 to 15 years of

professional experience) is appropriate. The process of qualitative data analysis, composed of

initial and focused coding, creation of categories, and theoretic analysis, is well-described and

facilitates future replication of methodological standpoint, especially, it contains examples

showing the procedure adopted by the author (grounded methodology standpoint).

Although the methodology is described in details and written in a manner easy to

understand, there are some choices I find unforiunate — for example, what does it mean "to

reconstruct the process of leadership development from a broad perspective (p. I also

consider the placing of research limitations (p. 107) debatable, while it is presented in the

methodological section, and it would better fit at the end of the dissertation (discussion) as it

effectively reflects the thesis strengths and weaknesses. Also, regarding point 3.2 — the research

setting (pp. 108-116), this part introduces the reader to research findings (Chapter 4) — this part

is well written and divided into two distinctive parts. However, I find it more of a literature

review part than an actual methodological aspect, and, at least in my opinion, it could be

presented prior to meihodological choices as a justification for them. To sum it up, I consider

methodologicał choices made by the author clearly articulated, well justified, and

carefully described. It proves the ability to consciously select adequate for the research

problem methodology, adapt it, use it, and finally - describe. It is the competence expected

from a doctoral student.

Chapter 4, presenting findings, discussion, and concluding remarks, comprises the

thesis's most significant part. Eleven focused codes, reflecting initial codes presented in table

22 (p. 117), in my view, is a synthesis of the whole qualitative data analysis process. Although
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I do not fully agree with the focused coding (for example, why is learning from mistakes

accounted as a "no fear attitude" element, and not enrich and advance?), my standpoint may

differ based on my associations. I do appreciate the job Author has done in this regard. I

perceive it, more or less, well-grounded in the results. On the following pages, rich excerpts

from the interviews serve as a good illustration of different aspects of leadership development,

although I think there could be more author reflections and, as K. Weick used to call it,

"disciplined imagination" in this instance. It is, essentially, very rich material, and in my

opinion, it allows for deeper analyses than a description. Some of the citations lack

interpretation or even a summary (p. 123, upper paragraph), and the reader is sometimes left

with the respondents words without any commentary. I understand that these are just

representations of focused codes and their internal structure, and are subjected to further

analyses; however, | would welcome a deeper justification of the author's choices and

decisions.

On page 161 author presents four categories identified during the research process. In

my opinion, this part, as the result of a long and rich research process, requires more attention.

The author describes four main categories — optimizing, discovering, developing, and

connecting - on just two pages showing their internal structure (162-163). On the one hand,

there is nothing wrong with such a brief description. However, I feel like more attention and

context could be added to this part. In sum, on pages 117-163, the author presents "raw" material

that was divided into several parts —I think this part could be divided into subparts, the first one

showing focused coding results, and the later - categories with a more detailed description. I

admit these 46 pages could include more of the author's opinions, interpretations, and

justification for choices. Considering the value that table 22 brings, as it stands for organizing

scheme for the following pages (I highly appreciate this part as it clearly shows the work done

by the author), I have to admit this part is somehow tricky to follow with attention focusedand

a bit too long. It should be divided into two parts. On the other hand, it shows the richness of

the qualitative data, and methodologically there is nothing wrong with such an approach — this

is just my impression.

On the other hand, the next part, discussion, enclosed on pages 164-193, is a much better

read. This is, in fact, the essence of the thesis, where the author's results are confronted with the

literature. The outline of the reconstructed leadership development processes shows how four

categories fall into two types of processes, further characterized in table 23. I find thediscussion

part highly inspiring and well-thought. The author systematically discusses every category
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conftonting it with appropriately chosen literature, and tables 24 and 25 show triangulation of

two constructs - DEV and COD, which brings a broader context and a different standpoint for

the research results flowing from interviews. On page 189 author presents the core results of

the research process — the reconstructed process of leadership development, which is the main

achievement of the thesis. I find it interesting and well-grounded in the data. It is also properly

described in the following pages. This part of the thesis serves as a theoretical implication part.

I really miss practical implications in the dissertation — I assume managers and decision-makers

of large organizations might be more than interested in these results to develop their internal

processes, when considering organizations not as well recognized as the "role

models" or "benchmarks" investigated in the study. In my opinion, a separate part on practical

implications would be highly welcomed and would enrich this already very good dissertation

with a practicał standpoint enabling and facilitating the application of the author's results in

organization practice. I would like to hear the author's opinion on this topic during the public

defense.

The dissertation finishes with conclusions and future research, and this is, in my opinion,

the weakest part. On just three pages, it barely summarizes the content of chapters; it slips

through really interesting results. Conclusions, presented as bullet points, are overly general.

The same applies to future research directions — in this instance, there are just 4 of them not

grounded in the literature, and it seems like the author had not enough time to develop this part.

I have an impression that there is a very well-crafted theoretical part, a great methodologicał

one, an exciting research results section that could lead to inspiring afterthoughts, an excellent

discussion, and overly simplistic implications and futurechallenges.

To some extent, there is a theorization missing in this part — this js by far the most

challenging research step in qualitative methodology, which involves moving beyond the

results by "disciplined imagination" — while still "keeping in touch" with the data. In sum,

conclusions are merely "correct", and in my opinion, woułd greatly benefit from a deeper look

into and broader description. This is the author's choice, and I would personally write this part

differently; however, technically, this is still acceptable for the doctoral thesis.

Summarizing, research results section, which comprises roughly half of the whole

dissertation, is an interesting read which shows abilities to eritically analyze research

and draw theoretical implications, The weaker side is the paucity of practical

implications which would greatly benefit the thesis in my opinion. Also, the concluding
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remarks are oversimplistic, and after interestingly written theoretical, methodological,

and empirical chapters it leaves the reader with an *unsatisfied hunger”.

Conclusions

The analysis of the doctoral thesis of Moshe Katan, MA leads me to the conclusion, that

according to the requirements of the article 13 point 1 from the March 14 2003 Act on Academic

Degrees and Academic Title and Degrees and Title in Art (DZ U. 2003, No 65, position 595

with the following changes) fulfiils all the legal requirements. My evaluation of the thesis

is fully positive. The author has:

1. Identified, formulated, undertook, and solved a significant problem in the field of

management and quality science;

2. Built a solid theoreticał foundation for his solution in the background part,

which indicates his proficiency and awareness of the latest devełopments in the field;

3. Creatively and carefully developed and consistently implemented methodology based

on adequately selected research and analytical tools - proving the knowledge of the

technique of research methods;

4. Formulated correct theoretical implications grounded in the research results.

Summing up, I believe that the dissertation contains an original solution of a scientific

problem cognitively exciting and important from a theoretical and practical perspective, it

documents the exact recognition of the author in the discipline and indicates the ability to

independent research work.

Considering all the indicated advantages of the reviewed work, I strongły

recommend the Scientific Promotion Councił of the Poznan University of Economics to

accept the dissertation entitled "Reconstructing the process of leadership development"

by Moshe Katan, MA, and admitting it to the public defense.

Katowice, March 11, 2022
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